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DISLOCATION MOTION, MULTIPICATION, AND. 
INTERACTIONS IN THE PREYIEJ~ REGION OF COPPER POLYCRYSTALS 

Gopinathan Vellaikal 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, LawrEnce Radiation Laboratory, 
and Department of Mineral Technology, College of Engineering, of 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

.. ABSTRACT 

Direct observations of dislocation motion, multiplication and inter-

actions were made, using the etch-pit technique, in the preyield region 

of large grained copper polycrystals. The specimens were specially 

prepared so as to overcome the usual etching restrictions in copper and 

deformed in compression or bending. The use of a microcompression 

device enabled the observation of dislocation arrangements in the stressed 

condition both at and belm·, the surface. 

The results are consistent ''lith previously reported results regard-

ing the influence of the degree·ofjogging of dislocation segments on 

their mobility •. Heavily jogged dislocations dld not seem to take part 

in the early multiplication process. The generation of many dislocations 

by the multiplication of even comparatively less jogged dislocation seg-

ments in an annealed crystal appeared possible only under special situa-

tions where the source could operate in an unsymmetric way. It is sug~ 

gested that such special situations are more easily developed near a 

free surface than in the interior of a grain thereby causing the generally 

observed higher dislocation activity near the surface regions of a crystal. 

The primary role of grain boundaries in the preyield region of 

copper vTaS sho,'Tll to be as barriers to moving dislocations' and not sources 

of dislocations o HOtTever, direct evidence was obtained for the passage 
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. of dislocations through certain special boundarie s; the possible importance 

of such boundaries in the usual grain size dependence of yield stress of 

polycrystals is discussed. 

Freshly generated dislocations in the early def?rmation stages have. 

been found to move very large distances both during loading and unloading. 

Internal barriers responsible for holding up these dislocations were 

probably Lomer-Gottrell dislocations formed because of the unavoidable 

traces of secondary slip. A tentative mechanism based on the collapse 

of Lomer-Cottrell dislocation locks is proposed to qualitatively'explain 

the phenomenon of macroscopic yielding in single crystals. 

L.< 
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I. INTRODUC'I.'ION 

It is well known that high-sensitivity strain measurements or dislo-

cation etch-pit observations can detect small plastic strains far below 

the macroscopic yield stress in many metals and alloys. With a strain 

resolution of the order of 10-9 Tinder and Washb~rnl detected measurable 

plastic strains in tubular polycrystalline OFHC copper at stresse.s as 

2 
low as 2g/mm. Using etch-pit techniques· on high purity copper single 

crystals many irwestigators
2

- 6. have observed appreciable dislocation 

motion and multiplication much before yielding. Apart from its importance 

in understanding the phenomenon of yielding itself, direct observation 

of dis~ocation behavior in the pre-yield region provides the best method 

for a detailed study of dislocation' mot~on, multiplication and inter-

actions. A significant amount of information on these various aspects 

has been obtained from the many etch-pit studies referred to earlier and. 

also more recently by x-ray ,topography studies 7-9 on copper single' crystals. 

There have, how'ever, been very few attempts to directly observe, by the 

etch-pit technique, the behavior of dislocations within the grains of a 

polycrystal during plastic deformation. This is primarily due to the 

fact that dislocations in copper can be revealed by etching only when a 

lovl-index plane is parallel to the surface of observation. In general 

this restriction implies that in a fairly large-grained polycrystalline 

specimen the chancES of being able to observe the dislocations in any 

su.rface grain are .:extremely rare. Special techniques are thus needed to 

prepare specimens that w.ill have one or more surface grains in an etchable 

orientation. In spite of the obvious experimental problems, direct 
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observation of the dislocation behavior in polycrystals should be of 

interest for the following reasons I 

1. Such observation provides a natural extension of the many previous 

single crystal studies and should serve to confirm, contradict and/or 

clarify the various conclusions drawn from theseexperimertts. 

2. The initial dislocation structure in the recrystallized grains 

of a polycrystal could be different from that found in single crystals 

that are grown from the melt and annealed. This might lead to significant 

differences in dislocation behavior in polycrystals from that hitherto 

observed in single crystals. 

3. The possibility that grain boundaries act as the sources of dis-

locations in the early stages of slip can be directly checked. 

4. Grain boundaries might greatly facilitate the detection of the 

beginning of plastic deformation by serving as effective barriers to the 

moving dislocations. Also the resulting dislocation pile-ups should serve 

to identify the early regions of slip and thus help detect and analyze 

the nature of any damage prOduced in the slipped areas in the wake of 

these early moving dislocations. 

5. Experiments using polycrystals should provide unique opportuni

ties for detailed study of dislocation pile-ups such as their behavior 

under st~ess relaxation, stress reversal, etc. 

6. Also polycrystalsprovide the chance to identify, separate or 

avoid possible complications in the observed dislocation distribution 

due to the presence of a free surface by studying both surface grains 

and grains that were totally enclosed during the deformation. 

" • 
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7.· Finally if two ()r more ne ighboring surface grains in a poiy-
. . 

, crystal happen ,to be in etchable orieritations it might be possible to 

observe instances of slip continuity acr"ss the grain boundaries, and to 

study the conditions under which th~y occur. ' 

In the present experiments many of the above aspects have been 

studied in some detail using compressive and bending deformations on 

fairly large grained polycrystalline OFHC copper specimens that were 

prepared by special techniques designed to overcome the previously men-

tioned etching restrictions .. 

1, ,,' 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A. Preparation of Specimens 

As indicated in the introduction the primary experimental problem 

was to prepare specimens having at least one surface grain with a low 

index plane parallel to the surface of observation. Since most reliable 

etchants have been developed only for planes of the (Ill) type in copperlO 

experiments were aimed at obtaining one of these planes in a grain 

parallel to the surface. Two different techniques were employed for this 

purpose. 

In the first technique the starting material was an extruded OFRC 

'copper rod with a square cross-section of 20m ;x ::·2cm. The main impurities 

and their level are given in Table I. 

Table I. Analysis of OFRC coppe~ 

Element Copper Iron Lead Nickel Sulphur Silver 

0.002 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.005 

Specimens 3 em long were cut from thiS rod and annealed at about 1060°c 

'for 48 hours in a vacuum of less than 10-5 mm of Hg. This treatment 

produced large grains with an average size of 5 nm4 The next step 

, was to find a grain on one of the ICln.'~ 2cm surfaces that had a (Ill) 

plane approximately.(within about 10 degrees).parallel to that surface. 

The search for such a grain was considerably narrow'ed down by the presence 

of a large number of twins in the annealed specimens. Since the twinning 

plane in copper is of the (Ill) type the straight t-win traces visible " 
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.on the surfaces of the specimen are parallel to. the (Ill) planes in the 

individual grains. Hence the problem of finding a grain having a (Ill} 

plane nearly parallel to the external surface often reduced to finding 

a grain having three (or sometimes only t~m) twin traces at an angle 

close to 60 degrees to each other. Since most of the grains showed non-

parallel twin traces it was relatively easy to find the required type 

of grain. Whenever possible,grains in the central region of the external 

surface were chosen so that grain boundaries all around the selected 

grain could be observed. The exact orientation of the grain selected 

as above was .then detel'J!lined by the back ... refiection Laue method and a 

slice (about 1 cm in thickness) with one face parallel to and containing 

the (Ill} plane. of the particular grain cut but using an acid saw. 11 

A goniometer was used to hold the specimen and tilt it to the exact 

orientation. The resulting slice was further suitably cut on the acid 

saw to get specimens approximately :2cm x: lcm: ~Jcm with a central grflinlc 

on one of the :2cmX: lem faces having a (111) plane parallel to the s:iW.t'a.ce.-

The orientation of the grain was again checked by x-rays and then polished.· 

to within less than a degree off (Ill) on a chemical polishing wheel~l 

using a solution of the following composition! 

50 parts nitric acid 

25 parts acetic acid and 

25 parts phosphoric acid 

The two lcm'X lcm faces were also planed on the polishing wheel and used 

\ as the compression faces. 

The second technique was based on the observation that high temperature 
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recrystallization of extruded OFRC copper, rods often resulted in the 

preferential formation of a large number of grains with one of their 

(Ill) planes approximately normal to the extruding direction. The method 

of preparation of specimens thus simply consisted Qf machining specimens ~I 

of the required size and shape (see later) from the extruded rods, 

chemically polishing the surface that was, parallel to the original 

extruding direction and annealing at about 1060°c for 48-72 hours in a 

vacuum of less than 10-5 mmof Hg. This treatment usually developed at 

least one etchable grain on the polished surface. Very !,often there were 

more than one grain in an etchable orientation and when they happened to 

be neighbors, as they frequently did, phenomena like slip continuity 

across grain boundaries could be studied. The great advantage of this 

method was the saving of a considerable amount of time that w'ould 

normally be involved in the acid-sawing and wheel-polishing operations 

necessary in the first technique and also the avoidance of any surface 

damage that might be incurred during these operations, how'ever minor 

they might be. Experimental results to be reported later did indicate 

significant differences in dislocation behavior in crystals produced by 

the two techniques. In general results from the second type of crystals 

were more characteristic of an unperturbed three-dimensional network 

of dislocations. In view of the simplicity of the 'technique and the 

consistently higher perfection and freedom from surface damage in the 

resulting specimens, most of the compression and bending experiments to 

be reported in this work ,were done using specimens prepared by the 

second technique unless mentioned otherwise. 
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B. Compression Experiinents 

Specimens for compression prepared by the first techniqQe had 

dimensions approximately 2cm x lcm x lcm with the lcm x lcm faces being 

the compression faces as already described. Compression specimens prepared 

by the second techniqQe were uSQally cQbe shaped with sides equal to 3/4 

inches and were machined fro:m 3/4 inch square extrQded rods. The sQrface 

of observation was always the one normal to the extruding direction. 

Compression experiments were performed at room temperature using 

either an Instron machine (with a strain rate of approxima tely O. 0005/m1n) 

or a specially constructed micro-compression device schematically :j,.;' '.E': ;:,.:;(, 

. ' 

illustrated in Fig. 1. The device is made of stainless steel and is 

essentially like a C clamp in which, by turning the micrometer head, an 

increasing stress can be applied to the specimen placed betw'een the 

bottom end-plate and the modified spindle of the micrometer as shown 

in the figure. The ball and socket-type joint at the head of the 

spindle ensures proper alignment and a uniform distribution of the lOad. 

The stainless steel plate (marked P in Fig. lb) kept flush against the 

vertical arm prevents any torque being transmitted to the. specimen 

during loading. The two teflon plates serve to electrically insulate 

the specimen during electropolishing. Insulating lacquer is applied 

on all the surfaces of the specimen except the One on which observations 
\ 

were t,o b'e made and the one in contact with the stainless steel plate 

at the bottom through which electrical connection was made to the 

specimen. A rough estimate of the loads applied by the device was 

obtained by finding the number of tUrns required on the micrometer to 

< 



cause the same deflection of' the end plates as caused by hanging known 

weights from one of the end plates. Although it was diff'icult to know 

exactly the beginning of application of stress, incremental increases 

in stress could be applied reasonably precisely. 

The particular advantage of the microcompression device w'as that 

specimens could be etched and observed under the microscope while under 

stress thus permitting the study o,f dislocation behavio.r under increasing 

stresses or stress relaxation. Also, it enabled the observation of 

the dislocation distribution below' the surf'ace of' a specimen in the 

stressed condit~on by immersing the whole device in the polishing 

solution (chemic~l or electropolishing) and reetching. Furthermore 

specimens could be deformed while immersed in the electropolishing 

solution and etched before and after drying so as to indicate possible 

ef'f'ects of any surface films ·for.med on the surfaces of specimens during 

the normal drying operation after electropolishing •. 

lUectropolishing was alw'ays carried out at room temperature using 

a solution of '60 parts phosphoric acid and 40 parts water at a cell 

, . '. 2 
voltage of 1.5 volts and at a current density of' approximately 0.1 amps/em. 

The etchant used to reveal the dislocations w'as the one develop,ed by 

LivingstonlO and consisted of' 

1 part bromine 

15 parts acetic acid 

25 parts hydrochloric acid and 

90 parts water. 

Unless otherwise mentioned the amount of material removed from the surface 
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between successive etchings was always of the order of 5-10 microns~ 

Specimens compressed in the Instron machine were ,etched only in 

the stress relaxed condition. Those compressed in the micro-device 

were etched in the stressed or stress-relaxed condition depending ,on the 

* , experiment. A double etching technique w'as used whenever the new dis-

locations w'ere to be related to the old ones. The observations of etch-

pits were made with a Carl-Zeiss optical bench metallograph. 

c., Bending Experiments 

The dimensions of the specimens used in the bending experiments 

and their relation to the extruding direction of the starting material 

(1-1/4 inch square rod) are indicated in Fig. 2. The bending specimens 

were prepared by the simpler recrystallization technique described 

earlier. 

A cantilever beam-type bending was employed by clamping the specimen 

securely ina vise at the left end and carefully attaching the necessary 

* Ina double-etching experiment the crystal is etched before and 

, after applying a small stress. The second etch usually reveals three 

kinds of pits. There are large sharp bottomed pits, large flat bottomed 

pits and small sharp bottomed pits~ The large sharp bottomed pits 

represent the sites of dislocations unmoved by the stress that was 

applied between the two etches. The large flat bottomed pits show' the 

original position of dislocations that w'ere moved by the stress and. the 

small sharp bottomed pits show their final position.~' 
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weights on a flexible. ' rubber band .running through the shallow V-grooves 

at the right end of the specimen • The V-grooves only served to facili- . 
. , 

t.ate loading. stress reversal was accomplished by simply turning 

the specimen upside dow·n and applying the same load as before. Obaer-

vations w'ere made on grains sufficiently distant from the clamping end 

whenever possible. However it was generally found that there was 

perceptible damage only in the grains directly in contact with the 

vise. The specimens were etched betor", during or after the loading 

depending on the nature of the particular experiment. 

D. Observation of the Dislocation Distribution 
Below the Surface 

Material removal up to a depth of about 1 nimbelow the sUrface 

was normally accomplished by using the same chemical polishing solution 

as used for. the wheel-polishing. The rate of removal of material was 

about 8-10 microns per minute. For observations at depths of more than 

1 mm it was more convenient to use a modified polishing apparatus as 

shown in Fig. 3. The principle is basically· the same as in the polish ... 

ing wheel except that the specimen is helQ..in a vertical position and 

the thin film of the polishing solution on the wheel cloth is replaced 

by a pool of the same solution in a large dish. There are prOVisions 
, 

for rotation as well as vertical motion of the specimen holder at 

variable speeds. Material removal is usually accomplished by maintain-

ing the specimen surface just below' the liquid level. The rate of 

material removal was again about 8-10 microns per minute. 

When still larger amounts of materia~ had to be removed from the 
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surface '(as. was usually necessary in the study bi' completely e~closed 

grairis}'considerablesaving in time· couJ.d be'achieved by initially using 

, . 1 zl nitric acid, to remove most of the necessary material followed by a 

. * final poliShing in the chemical polishing solution. 

. ',:: 

* The alternate method of sectioning the specimens using ~he acid 
• • . I . 

saw and wheel polishing the resulting slices was not pr~ferredsince 
r . . 

many observations on specimens so prepared suggested the pOBsibility 
" 

that the diSlocation structure was somewhat modified through minor 

damagel:l, incurreddur1ng the above operations. 
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TIl. RESULTS 

A. Nature of the Recrystallized Grains 

Apart from their general preference to have a {lll} plane nearly 

normal to the extruding direction the most characteristic feature of 

the recrystallized grains w·as their relatively high perfection. The 

4 2 dislocation densities w·ere always less than 10 /cm .. and frequently of 

·the order of 103/cm2• The dislocations were quite uniformly distributed 

and there w·as usually little evidence of subboundaries. These observa .. 

tions are consistent w·ith the gener~lly observed high perfection of 

copper crystals grown by secondary recrystallization as revealed by the 

12 Schulz x-ray technique. This structure is, however, to be contrasted 

with that generally found in single crystals that have b.een grown from 

the ~lt and annealed. In the latter the dislocation structure usually 

consists of regions of low dislocation density surrounded by well 

developed subboundaries. Although no direct observation (by an x-ray 

. topograPhy technique, for instance) of the internal dislocation struc

ture of the gra:ins in recrystallized copper has yet been made the above 

observations seem to indicate that their dislocation structure should 

approach more closely an ideal three-dimensional Frank network. There 

was no significant variation in dislocation density as a function of . 

. depth from the free surface. Even inner grains which had no free surfaces 

during the annealiilg exhibited extremely low dislocation densities. 
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. B. Dislocation Motion and Multiplication 

Double etching experiments on specimens deformed by compression 

(Q~ bending generally showed no instances of simple dislocation motion 
. . . 2 

until the resolved shear stress was raised to aboutl5-20 g/mm. Figures 

4 and 5 show grains in the,double etched condition in specimens subjected 
2 * .. 

to a compressive stress of about 25 and 40 g/mm respectively. The . 

second etching in both cases was done after removal of the applied 

stress. No dislocation motion is evident in Fig. 4. However many cases_ 

of simple dislocation motion can be observed in Fig. 5. A few of them 

** are indicated by the small black circles. It can be seen that the 

distance.s of such individual dislocation motion are generally small and 

fairly uniform.. 

The beginning of dislocation multiplication w'as usually inferred 

from the appearance of small groups of dislocations piled up at the 

* All stresses reported are applied stresses unless mentioned other~ 

wise. Also the direction of. applied stress· is indicated in all micro

graphs by.a black line of length 0.5 nun, unless shown otherwise. 

** At the comparatively low' magnifications employed in the present 

experiments large flat-bottomed pits formed after a double .. etch sametimes 

appeared as white pits and large sharp bottomed ones as black pits. The 

fact that the large white pits did indeed represent the original 

position of moved dislocations w'as confirmed by the absence of any etch 

pits at those places on subsequent electropolishing and etching. 
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* grain boundaries. Many dislocation pileups can be seen in Fig. 5 

and also in Fig. 6 the latter showing only a few representative examples 

of some very connnonly observed structures after dislocation multiplica ... 

tion had started. 
. . . '2 
In general a resolved shear stress of about 15-2.0 g/mm 

was enough to produce such pileups so that it was hard to observe in a 

double etching experiment simple dislocation motion w·ithout dislocation 

multiplication taking place at the same time. One significant aspect 

of dislocation multiplication evident from many double etched micro

graphs was the frequent inability to detect the source dislocation 

respons:'-ble for the early dislocation pileups. The source was usually 

not a dislocation or~ginally intersecting the surfa·ce as can be seen

clearly from Fig. 7 which shows a double etched grain in a speCimen 
. . 2 

subjected to a compressive stress of approximately 50 g/mm. The 

group of dislocations marked A and Bindicate that dislocation multi-

plication has occurred. However a careful examination of the two slip 

plane traces corresponding to pileups A and 13 along the entire length· 

of the grain fails to show any large flat bottomed pit which might 

represent the original position of a surface-intersecting dislocation 

that might have moved and multiplied. 

Also when dislocation pileups could be detected at the opposite. 

boundaries of a grain there was usually an almost one-to-one corre

* For the present purposes a pileup is defined as a group ofdislo-

cations which apparently lie on a single slip plane. 
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spondence between them as seen in Fig. 5 and also in examples (a) . and! (b) 

of Fig. 6. 

c. Dislocation Structure of the Pileups 

Although the dislocations in some of the pileups appeared to lie 

in the same slip p.aneasfar as could be judged at the low magnifica-

tions employed there wasl in a great number of cases, considerable 

deviations from a strictly linear array. ,Figures 8(a) to 8(d) show a 

few particularly good examples of such deviations as. seen by etching 

specimens in the stressed condition ,after deformation in the micro-

compression device to stresses of approximately 40, 6o, 50, and 

50 g/mm.2 :respectively. Very often it appeared ,as though the dislo ... 

cations in a pileup belonged to a few distinct slip planes. The hi~ 

frequency of such observations suggests that even in an apparently 

,linear pileup the dislocations might actually belong to separate slip 

planes too close to be distinguished at the relatively low magnifications 

employed in the present experiments. The significance of this observa~ 

tion with regard to the dislocation multiplication mechanism will be 

discussed later. 

D. Stress-Relaxation of Dislocation Pileups 
, 

There was considerable'stress relaxation in the :case of all dislo ... 

cation pileups formed in the very early stages of plastic deformation. 

The extent of stress relaxation and the nature of the resulting dislo-

cation configurations stronglydepended on the detailed structure of 

the individual dislocation pileups" their proximity to each other and 
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also on whether there was dislocation activity on any intersecting 
I 

slip system or not'" When .there was no significant overlapping of 

dislocations in a pileup they moved back very large distances on stress 

relaxation as illustrated by the pileup A in Figs.'9(a) and 9(b) which 

show a grain,in a specimen subjected to a compressive stress of approxi~ 

mately 50 g/mm
2 

and etched in the stressed and stress relaxed conditions 

respectively. The many small etch pits along the direction of the arrow 

in Fig. 9(b) represent the stress relaxed positions of the dislomtions 

belonging to the "upper half" of the pileup A in Fig~ 9(a). The dislo ... 

cations belonging to the "lower half" of the pileup have apparently 

moved far back beyond the field' of view of Fig. '" 9(b). When the pileups con-

tained overlapping dislocations be+onging to fairly distinct slip planes, 

stress relaXation often led to arrangements where many dislocations in 

one slip plane took up positions vertically above those in the other 

as seen at A in Fig. 10 which show's two separate grains in a specimen 

etched in the stress ... relaxed condition after a compressive stress of 
, 2 

approx1mately55 g/rnm.. When there were a large number of 'distinct 

but close pileups formed against a grain boundary nearly at right 

angles to the slip plane, trace stress relaxationofien resulted in 

* ' appreciable "glide polygonization" as shown in the sequence of Fig. 11 

which show'S a ~rainin a specimen etched under a stress of approximately 

2 52 g/mm and later etched after stress relaxation.,' The large amount of 

stress relaxation that has occurred can be particularly well seen by 

comparing the pileup A in Figs. ll(a) and (b), and also fram the' large 

* By the term "glide polygonization" is meant the short range aligrunent 
of many (edge) dislocations in a direction perpendicular to the slip plane 
trace that takes place at temperatures too low' for climb to have occurred. \ 

',. 
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depletion of dislocations in the area B of Fig. 11 (b). When the grain 

boundary was at a much smaller angle to the slip plane trace there ,was 

usually no tendency for glidepolygonization to occur. This is clearly 

,seen from Fig. J2 which show's the dislocation configurations formed on 

stress-relaxation at the two different kinds of boundaries after a 

2 
compressive stress of approximately 55 g/1nrn. A strong one to one 

correspondence of the dislocation pileups is also obvious across the top , 

and bottom boundaries of the grain. 

Whenever there was dislocation activity-on more than one plane 

it was generally observed that when the applied stress was removed the 

relaxing dislocation loops on the different planes interacted locally 
, , 

to form stable dislocation groupings thus preventing the complete relax .. 

ation of the pileups. Examples of such local interaction and stabiliza-

tion of the relaxing pileups can be seen at A in Figs. J2 and 13, the 

latter showtng a grain in a specimen etched in the stress relaxed con-

dition :2 after a compressive stress of approxima~ely 55 g/mm • 

E. Behavior of Dislocation Pileups on stress Reversal 

An experiment was conducted to study the behavior of dislocation 

pileups on reversal of the direction of the applied stress. In par-

ticular it was hoped to find out whether dislocations in a pileup ran 

back into their original source or whether they were annihilated by 

dislocations of opposite sign generated by the source under the reversed 

stress. As already mentioned in the experimental procedures a stress-

reversal is accomplished by simply turning the specimen upside dow'n 

and applying the same load as before. 
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. Figure 14 (a) shows a grain on the top surface of a specimen deformed 

in bending to a stress of about 20 g/mm2 'and etched in the stress-relaxed, 
. , 

condition. This specimen had been chemically pol-ished for about 20 

minutes before the deformation so that inside dislocation segments were 

probably exposed. The dislocation groupings A and B represent the opposite 

halves of the same dislocation pileup. The reason why the pileups have 

not completely relaxed may be partly due to interaction with dislocations 

, of another slip system evident at the left side of the grain. However, 

on application of an equal load in the opposite direction, the dislocations 

in group A Undergo considerable reverse motion as seen frams Figs. 14 (b) 

and (c) which show the same grain after etching in the stress-relaxed 

condition and after removal of about 20 microns cif material from the 

surface by chemical polishing, respectively. The n~w positions of the dis-

locations are ate in Figs. 14 (b) and (c). The fact that they have 

indeed moved away from the grain boundary on the right is indicated by 

the flat bottomed pits A in Fig. 14 (b) and the disappearance of these 

pits on surface polishing as seen from Fig. j,4(c). The group of dislo

cations Bin Fig. 14 (a) doe's not how'ever seem to have moved presumably 

because of strong interaction with some secondary diSlocations. Figure 

14 (d) shows the same grain after increasing the applied stress to about 

29 g/mm2 ~nd etched after stress relaxation with an intermediate polishing 

off of about 20 microns of material before etching. There is still no 

indication of dislocations of opposite sign being generated from the 

original source leading to partial annihilation of dislocations of the 

original pileups. It is also not possible to make all the original dis

locations run back into their source even at an applied stress of about 

.. 

... ' 
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2 . 
40 g/mm (twice theo~iginal stress) as seen from Fig. 14 (e). When the same 

stress of 40 g/mm2 was then. applied in the oppos i te direction the disloca ..... 

tions again moved back to the boundary on the right as shown by the pileup 

A in Fig. 14 (f). There is how'ever a small reduction in the number of 

dislocations in the pileup A in Fig. 14 (f) from that in Fig. 14 (a). 

A decrease' in the number of pits may also be seen wh,lle com:r;:aring the 

dislocation group C in Figs_ 14 (c) and (d). Such loss of dislocations 

are actually due to a polishing off of some semicircular loops (as wtll 

be discussed later). 

F. Slip Continuity Acroas Grain-Boundaries 

The results of the present studies indicate that grain boundary 

propagation of slip does not usually take place in. copper in the micro.-

strain region except in some special cases where dislocations in one grain 

can actually pass through the boundary into the next grain. So far the 

only de:finite instances of such grain boundary propagation have been :found 

only across coherent twin boundaries. The reason why in spite of the 

etching restrictions in copper direct observation of such dislocation 

propagation could be made was that the ~urface of observation was never 

exactly parallel to any {Ill} plane and that dislocations could be revealed 

by etching on planes close to {Ill} within a few degrees. As schematically 

illustrat'ed in Fig. 15, the surface of observation A is inclined at a small 

angle to the (lll} tw·in plane. Etching of plane A reveals the dislocations 

in the top grain only. However when the surface is polished down to 

level B and etched dislocations in parts of both the top and bottom grains 

would be simultaneously revealed. Finally when the surface is poliShed 



down to C, only dislocations in the bottom grain can be seen. The changes 

in the position of the etching planes w'ill also be reflected in the relative 

orientation of the etch pits as indicated in Fig. 16 where (a), (b) and 
, ... 

(c) correspond to levels A, Band C of Fig. 15. If .the plane of the paper lo< 

represents the twinning plane then the relative orientations of the other 

{lll} planes in the two grains will be as show'n in Fig. 17 with points D 

and D' both lying below tp.e plane of the paper. When the active Burgers .. 

vector is parallel to the twinning plane i.e. is either AB, BC or CA, then 

it will have, along the tW'in boundary, a common {lll} plane in each grain. 

When a dislocation loop P with Burgers vector AB expands on the plane ABD of ;" 

grain 1 those segments of the loop pressed against the twin. boundary will 

acquire a screw character as at M:N". Those segments should then be able 

to transfer themselves ,onto the plane A'B'D' of grain 2 and continue ex .. , . 

panding basically as in cross-slip. Under these conditions twin boundary 

continuity of slip will be indicated by the persistanceof an almost 

collinear pileup across the grainthrough'the 'stages represented' by'.;' . 

A, Band C of Fig. 15. This is, clearly :illustrated by the pileups A, Band 

C in the sequence of Fig. 18 which show's the same grain in a specimen etched 
. 2 

(a) under a stress of about 50 g/rrrm ; (b) after stress relaxation and re-

moval of about 50 microns of material from the surface; and (c) after 

removal of an additional 50 microns of material from the. surface .. . . 

Figures 18 (a), (b) a:nd (c) correspond respectively to levels A, B 

and C of Fig" 15. For clarity the position of the tW'in boundary in 

Fig. 18 (b) is marked by a dashed line. Although the region above the 

twin boundary in Fig" 18 (b) now repsents a different grain from that 

in 'Fig. 18 (a), one can still see in it pileups A', B' J and C I to match 
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the original pileups A, Band C in the region below the twin boundary • 

. The slight . deviation from linearity of the dislocation arrays AA' and BB

across the boundary in Fig. 18 (b) is simply due to the definite deviation 

of the surface of observation from a (111) plane of the grain. When still 

more material is removed from the surface so as to completely expose the 

originaJ..ly unde:rlying grain (Fig. 18 (c» one is still able ~to observe a 

pileup e" essentially at the same place as C in Figs. 18 (a) and (b) 

and matching the pileup C' in Fig. ;L8 (b). The change ih the orientation 

of the etch p~ts, as expected from Fig. 16, can be seen through the sequence 

of Fig. 18 .. 

It might be mentioned that the observed twin-boundary continuity 

of slip is only a special case C?f the more general slip continuit'y observed 

by Ogilvie13 in -alLUninum and brass across straight boundaries when the lines 

of intersection of the sli];> plane with the boundary are w'ithin about two 

degrees of one of the directions (110), (112) or (123) for each grain, not 

necessarily the same direction in a,djacent grains. The above discussion 

does not imply however that twin boundaries never act as strong barriers 

to slip. They certainly do so whenever the operating Burgers vector does 

not lie in the twinning plane • 

There were also a few isolated instances where some slip continuity 

was evident across a low angle bou,ndary. A typical example is seen in 

Fig. 19, which shows a low' angle grain boundary in a .specimen etched under 

a compressive stress of about 60 gjrmn
2

• Many matching slip bands can be 

Been acrOSB the boundary. An analysis of the orientations of the two 

grains by the back reflection Laue method indicated that they differed 

I 
.! 
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,by as muohas" 7, degrees. How'ever the lines', of interseotion of the aoti ve ," 
. ., ., 

" 

slip planes in the two grainBw'ith the almost straight seotionsofthe 

boundary w'ere nearlyalw'ays coincident. Unlike in the twtn 'boundaries, 

how'ever, the line of, intersection in this partioular example w'as not 

exactly (110), but almost, 4 to 5 degrees off. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Mechanism of Recrystallization 

It has not been possible to get a definite idea as to the mechanism 

of formation, on annealing, of large number of grains with a [Ill} type 

plane normal to the extruding direction of the starting orne copper rods., 

Diffractometer and transmission Laue experiments show'ed that the original 

,rods had a very stron:g (Ill) fiber ,texture 'similar to drB;w'n f.c.c. w'ires. 

Drawn wires are known to retain their deformation texture even after high 

temperature ,annealing;-4 There is no :reported data on the annealing, 

texture of extruded rods. In view of the similarity of the deformation 

. textures of drawn wires and extruded rods it is conceivable that the 

rods also retain their deformation texture on high-temperature annealing. 

Recl.'Ystallization and grain gr~wth under these conditions should necessarily 

lead to the formation of many large grains w'ith a {Ill} type plane normal 

, to the extruding direction. 

B. .Jog Density and Dislocation Mobility 

One, of the significant observations, in the'present'experiments was 

2 
the considerably higher stress (10-15 g/mm ) needed for the motion of 

dislocation segments in orne polycrystalline copper as compared to a 
2 ' . ,56 8 

stress of only 2-4 g/rrrm , in 99.999% copper single crystals. " Though 

part of this difference may be due to an 1mpuritypinning effect many 

aspects of dislocation motion and multiplication in the present experiments 

seem to suggest that the basic factor controlli.ng early dislocation motion 

is the degree of jogging of the dislocation segments. 

At high temperatures the dislocation network in a crystal would tend 

" 

" I 
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to approach a configuration of· metastable equilibrium by both conservative 

and non conservative motion. Assuming that the energy associated with a 

jog is small elastic strain energy is minimized when dislocation segments 

approach linearity and nodes become symmet~ical. In a metal of medium 

stacking fault energy like copper, few dislocation segments in the 

annealed or recrystallized specimens will lie exactly on low index glide 

planes; in other words most of the dislocation segments will be jogged. 

When dislocation segments intersect a free surface there is usually an 

additional surface image force which tends to further shorten their 

lengths and hence increase their jog density by causing them to become 

no~l to the surface. Direct observations of dislocations in annealed 

copper crystals by x-ray topography do support this picture. Consequently 

in those experiment s in the present investigation where only about 5 mic-

rons of material were removed from the surface after the recrystallization 

treatment and prior to the initial deformation Plost of the dislocations 

interse.cting the surface should have been heavily jogged and hence re-

quire the cOniparatively higher motion stresses observed~ Under these 

conditions dislocation segments inside the crystal with both their ends 

fixed should be less jogged than the surface segments and so should move 

and multiply at lower stresses. This indeed appeared to be the case be-

! 
ca use, as mentioned earlier, whenever dislocation pileups were first de-

tected in 'a double etching experiment the source dislocat ;ons were never 

those originally intersecting the surface as indicated by ~he absence of 

any flat bottomed pits along the slip plane trace.s of the pileups. The 

pileups should thus have resulted from the operation of dislocation seg-

ments with both ends fixed :in s ide the gra in and hence not revealed on 
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the first etching. It is interesting to note in this connection that in 

. Young's and Marukawa's experiments also dislocation multiplication was 

inferred only from the appearance of "groupstl'of dislocations and/or 

a general increase in dislocation density but that no attempt was made 

to correlate the new dislocations with any dislocations that originally 

intersected the surface. Also the stress needed to cause multiplication 

in their experiments corresponded more closely to that calculated for dis-

loactions with both ends fixed within the crystal. Such preferential 

multiplication of inside dislocations in spite of an approximate factor 

of two reduction in the theoretical stress needed to cause multiplication 

of a single ended surface source strongly indicates that' the degree of 

jogging of dislocation segments basically controls their motion and multi-

plication in the early stages of deformation. 

The importance of jog density is also. shown by the recent experi

mental observations by Petroff and Washburn5 that heavily jogged dis-

locations even in 99.999fo coppe1' do not move at anappreciaole rate at 

2 
stresses of 50 g/mm • 

The present results suggest that even in many prev.ious pre-yield 

experiments in copper single crystals only aCCidentally introduced dis-

locations or dislocations that had already been moved by handling of 

the specimens could have moved and multiplied at the reported low stresses 

2 2' 
of 2g/mm 'and 7g/mm respectively. A closely related problem is the 

possible influence of a free surface on the cha1'acteristics of plastic 

deformation as will be discussed next. 

I 
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c. Surface Effects 

It is well known that even in specimens with conventionally clean 

surfaces there exist appreciable differences in plastic behavior between 

the surface and the inside regions. . Such differences have usually been 

explained on the basis that the free surface may act either as an im-

pediment to the motion of dislocations or as a ready source or sink of 

dislocations. 15 O£ particular interest to the present investigation was 

the question whethe; at the very low stresses employeq the surface was 

. indeed the site of the early dislocation multiplication and if so, why? 

Although some recent etch-pit experiments (S. Kitajima, private, 

communication) and x-ray topography experiments9 in the pre yield region 

of copper single crystals have show·n direct evidence for the operation 

of surface sources, no satisfactory explanation has been given as to their 

origin. You~ however noted that all dislocations that moved and mul-

tiplied from the sur£ace could have been accidentally introduced during 

handling. 

In general there are many reasons why a surface might act as a 

source of dislocations. Irregularities such as scratches and etch-pits 

can provide stress concentrations at which plastic flow.is initiated. 

So also might any films lett behind in cases where specimens are electro-

polished ,and dried before the deformation. Even when an atomically smooth 

surface is present there can be an enhanced dislocation activity near the 

surface because dislocations intersecting a free surface can theoretically 

start multiplying by a Frank-Read mechanism at stresses half that needed 
. . . 16 

to operate an interior source wJth both ends fixed" In the present 
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experiments the chances of accidentally introduced dislocations acting as 

surface sources had been practically eliminated since there was no acid-

sawing or wheel-polishing involved after the recrystallization treatment. 

The only necessary electropolishing was usually carried out with the 

specimen 'already mounted in the micro-compression device. The canmonly 

observed non-correlation (in the double 'etch experiments) 'of the disloca-

tion pileups with any of the pre-existing etch pits indicates that etch-

pits themselves are not the sources for early dislocation multiplication. 

The possibility of electropolishing films leading to random nucleation 

sites on the surface has also to be discarded because when specimens were 

repeatedlyelectrop'olished and etched under constant stress there were no 

instances of new dislocation pileups apart from those originally present. 

If random nucleation sites were created by any film one should expect new 

dislocation pileups after each electropolishing and etching. The same 

conclusion was also reached from experiments where specimens were deformed 

while immersed in the electropolishing solution and etched before and after 

drying,. Figure 20 shows a gra in etched in the two conditions under a 
, 2 

stress of approximately 40g/mm. Apart from an increase in the size 

of the pits there was no dislocation motion or multiplication induced on, 

drying. Also since about 10 microns of material were usually removed from 

the surface of the specimen by electropolishing before any deformation 

was carried out the surface should have been smooth on a microscale and 

Sb any gross surface-roughness could not have been directly responsible 

for the early dislocation multiplication. The above results indicate 

that in copper specimens carefully prepared to avoid any accidentally 

introduced damage the sur'face, by itself, is not a source of dislocations. 

" " r 
"r 
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The early dislocation pileups observed in the present work should thus 

have resulted from the multiplication of segments of the grown-in dis-

location network. 

It is not clear exactly what is the nature of the damage introduced 

on the surfaces of specimens or how 'exactly they are introduced. In 

specimens prepared by, the first technique, it is conceivable that the 

unavoidable surface contact d~ing the acid-sawing or wheel-polishing 

operations introduced damage in the form of dislocation half-loops too 

small to be visible with an otpical microscope. The loops may be similar 

to those discussed Qy Johnston and Gilman17 in connection with the plastic 

flow in LiF crystals:-,;and more recently by Worzala and Robinson
18 

in con-

nection with the distribution of dislocations during stage I deformatiOl 

of Silver single crystals. The expansion of such half loops might pro-

vide a natural explanation for the very shallow elongated loops observed 

by Young9 near the surface of lightly deformed copper single crystals 

using x-ray topography. Similar loops near the surface were also indicated 

, from successive polishing and etching experiments during the present in-

vestigation on lightly deformed specimens prepared by the first technique. 

Such loops never seemed to be prese~t in lightly deformed specimens pre

plredby the second technique. Nor were they observed, in those x-ray , 
7 

topography experiments of Young using crystals handled with special 'care • 

It thus appears that the surface sources of dislocations are really only 

accidentally introduced dislocations on the surface in the form of half 

loops or other configurations. When surface contact is minimized after 

growth, as in the present experiments, surface sources can be completely 

avoided and the observed dislocation distribution should then be the 

,",' 
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. result of the operation of only grown-in dislocation segments. 

The possibility remains, however, that the details of the operation 

of even a grown-in dislocation segment may be considerably modified by 

the presence of a free surface leading to significant differences in the 

nature of plastic deformation in the bulk of the specimen and at a damage: 

free surface. As already discussed, the presence of a free surface during 

high temperature annealing leads to considerable immobilization of the 

many surface intersecting dislocation segments by causing them to acquire 

a comparatively higher jog density. However, even the multiplication 

of inner dislocation segments was able to produce a considerable amount 

of plastic deformation at the surface as indicated by the many large pile-

ups observed in the early ,stages of deformation. On the other han~ exam-

ination of many grains that were totally enclosed during deformation showed 

no evidence of such dislocation pileups even at stresses two or three 

times higher than those at which pileups were observed at the surfaces.* 

These observations indicate that the surfac~ is indeed a region of enhanced 

slip as compared with the inside of a crystal. As will be shown later this 

is primarily due to a modification of the slip propagation mechanism it-

self at the surface rather than due to a lowering of the theoretical criti

cal multiplication stress of a single ended surface source. 

*Examination of the inner grains was made after polishing off the 
necessarily large amount of material from the surface using 111 
nitric acid in the modified polishing apparatus shown in Fig. 3. 
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D. Grain Boundary Sources 

The results of the present investigation gave no· evidence for grain 

boundaries in copper acting as sources of dislocations in the early stages 

of deformation. Their primary role seemed to be to act as barriers to 

dislocations generated,from segments of the grown-in dislocation network. 

The almost one-to-one correspondence of the pileups found against the 

opposite bou~aries (as seen in Figs. 6 and 12) could hardly result fram 

a random nucleation of dislocations from these grain boundaries. The 

possibility that the corresponding sets of etch pits might represent the 

. points of·' intersection with the surface of dislocation loops sent out by 

a single grain boundary .soUrce:,that. was·located at someplace J~ 

away fran the surface was eliminated by a direct examination of the three 

dimensional c,?nfiguration of the dislocations responsible for the forma-

tion of such a' typical double end pileup. Figure 21(a) shows such a pile

up in a specimen subjected to a stress of approximately 50g/mm2 and etched 

in the stress relaxed condition. The fact that one group of dislocations 
19 

appears as dark pits and the other as light pits, and~also the collinearity 

of the two groups suggest that they mark the points of emergence of oppo

site segments of the same dislocation loops. Figure 2l(b) and (c) show· 

the same grain etched afterJremoval of 50 and 100 microns, 'respectively, 

of materieyl from the surface. In general no new etch pits were revealed 

as the surface was polished down; the spacing between the etch pits in 

the pileups increased and finally both sets of pits disappeared after 

removal of about 100 microns of material. These r~sults indicate a 

three dimensional con figur at ion of the dislocations that my be schemati-

cally represented as in Fig. 22. It can be seen that the dislocations 
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. do originate from within the grain and not from the grain boundaries •. 

The fact that the dislocations in a pileup were indeed moving towards the 

grain boundaries during the initial application of the stress is also 

shown by the motion of these dislocations in a direction away from the 

boundaries· during stress relaxation (see Fig. 9) or stress .reversal 

(see Fig. 14). Furthermore the detailed structure of the dislocation 

pileups and its variation with increasing applied stress are consistent 

only with a mechanism involving the motion and mulitplication of in-grain 

dislocation segments as will be discussed later. 

E. Slip Propagation Across Grain-Boundaries 

Although no systematic study of slip continuity as a :function of the 

orientation relationships across a grain boundary haa been made in the 

present experimen~s the few cases of slip continuity that were actually 

observed seem to indicate that in the microstrain region slip propagation 

involves the transfer of dislocations fvom one grain to the other. The 

one common feature of the cases of slip continuity so far encountered was 

that the lines of intersection of the active slip planes in the two grains 

with the grain boundary were nearly coincident. In the case of a coherent 

twin boundary this coincidence was exact and along a (lIO:) direction in 

each grain. The transfer o~ dislocations from one grain to the other 

under ·these conditions might then easily occur by the mechanism already 

discussed. It is not quite clear how dislocatioI13 pass from one grain 

to another under less ideal conditions as in Fig. 19 where the line of 

intersection of the active slip planes with the grain boundary does not 

exactly lie along a, (110) type direction. However the observation by 

Ogilvie13 that even after lCf{o strain slip continuity in aluminum was 
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observed predominantly only along those straight::1 sections of the grain 

boundaries where the intersection of the active slip planes lies at an 

. angle of less than two degrees from one of the (110), (112) or (J23) 

. directions in both the slip planes indicates again that some -special 

orientations are particularly favorable for slip propagation, most prob-

ably because of the ability of dislocations to pass through such bcun-

daries. 

These observations might suggest an expla:nation for the gran-size 

dependence of the elastic limit of polycrystalline aggregates different 

from the many that hav~ hitherto been proposed. In general specimens with 

different grain sizes for such experimental determination of elastic limits 

are obtained by different heat treatments. In particula~ large grain 

sizes are obtained by employing either higher annealing temperatures or 

longer annealing periods o . Under these conditions. special low energy 

grain boundaries such as twin boundaries, tilt boundaries and others with 

low· misorientations will be preferentially retained while the higher 

energy boundaries will be preferentially eliminated. Slip propogation. 

across such low energy boundaries woUld be comparatively easier.*The 

experimentally observed' lowering of the elastic limit of a polycrystal 

with increasing gl'ain Size should then be at least partially due to the. 

presence of an increasing proportion of such IIweakff boundaries developed 
. 

during the necessary heat treatment. 

*Ogilvie indeed observed that when the duration of annealing, before 
the final deformaticn, was increased, tllere was, within a given surface 
area-, an increase in the number of gra in boundary s ecti ons Where slip 
lines crossed. 
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,F. , Dislocation Multiplication Me(!hanism 

The, obserVation that the,dislocations in a pileup often belong to 

. -discernibly distinct slip planes in the, beginning stages of plastic de-

formation definitely rules out the operation of a ,classical Frank-Read 

multiplication mechanism
20 

according to which all the freshly generated 

dislocations:. .should lie on the same or nearly the same slip plane. It 

is unlikely that Gross-slip of some of the piled up dislocations could 

have caused the generally observed deviation ,of a pileup from a linear 

array because for the normally operative burgers vector in the present 

experiments the cross slip plane was the one that is allilost parallel to 
) 

the surface of observation and consequently had a negligible shear stress 

acting on it. Also such dislocation conf'iguratiOls as in Figs. 8(a) to. 

, 8(d) are difficult to visualize as resulting from cross siip of the lead-, 

ing dislocations in a'pileup. 

It is thus to be assumed that the dislocations in many early pile-

ups have originated from different sources. The fact that such disloca_ 

. tion configu;rations are usually observed even in the first few pileups 

indicate that some kind of a cooperative, mechanism rather than a coinci-

dental operation of a few sources on nearby glide planes is involved in 

their formation. 

The basic reason for the non-operation ofa conventional Frank-Read 

source mechanism is the inability of the opposite dislocation segments to 

annihilate when they arrive at the same point by two different paths. 

, There are many reasons why these oppos ite segments of the same disloca-

21 tion, will gener~lly be on different glide planes. In a well annealed 
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specimen as employed in the present experiments the most obviuos reason 

seems to be. the jogged nature of the dislocation segments. As discussed 

· earlier only. those dislocations with both ends fixed within the crystal 

seemed to take part in the early dislocation multiplication under the 

experimental conditions employed in the present experiments. Though less 

jogged than dislocations already intersecting the' surface even the first 

dislocation segment to eipand beyond its critical radius for multiplication 

would not, in gene~al, have its ends lying on the same glide plane. If 

the initial orientation of the dislocation is near screw this would lead 

to the formation of a dipole P when the two edge segments approach each 

bther as shown in Fig. 23(a) 0 The formation of a second dislocation loop 

· fran this source would require the dragging of the dipole to the point 

D before the source dislocation can e~pand to its critical radius as 

shown iIi Fig. 23(b). To attain the configuration shown in (b), however, 

'. the dislocation segments Ax and By in (a) have to bow through a critical 

radius equal. to half·tb.eir:l~ngths and hence require a stress·twice as 

h:igh as that which started the operation of the original segment AB. 

· This usually causes the source to cease operating after it has emitted 

only one dislocation loop., 

.' ' .. ~ .' . . . 

In a.real crystal, however, the bowing of a dislocation segment would 

22 
be more complexo If the bowing segment is initially longer than the 

average far the network it will UBuallycome up against other dislocation 

segments that pierce its glide plane before it reaches equilibrium curva-

ture. By forming new attractive junctions with some of these inter-

secting dislocations its length will be reduced to something close to 

the average length for the netw·ork. Continued expansion of such a seg-
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mentcanthen occuron~when its effective length is increased by glide 

of the cOl':mecting forest dislocations along their own glide surfaces as , . 

indicated in Fig. 24. This should frequently occur at a stress smaller 

than that necessary to complete the intersection. The longest bowing 

segments may grow slowly by this process to the length 'tlb/'rwhere 'f is 

the resolved shear stress on the primary system. In this way the primary 

dislocation can move forward successively pusing aside the most easily . 

displaced intersecting dislocations. The moving dislocation loop would 

follow a tortuous path partially clearing away the forest of intersecting 

dislocations in the neighborhood of its glide plane as shOWn in Fig. 25(a) • 

According to this process also progressive strain~ltiplication will, 

becom~ increasing~d.ifficult because' when 'the_partiai1.y cleared trails 

that wculd be created turn back. on themselves as in Fig. 25(b) a dipole 

will be formed since the sum of the burgers vectors of the intersecting 

dislocations will not generally be zero.* 

It is proposed that the presence of dislocations belongmg to dis-

t inctly different glide planes in the very earlY pileups is due to .a 

cooperative dislocation.multiplication mechanism in which an initial~ 

expanding loop is able to induce the operation of other shorter 

sources ,on. nearby glide planes under the canbined inflUence of' the applied 

stress and its own stress field. Each of these new sources Should norm-

ally send' out only one loop for the same reason as discussed earlier; but 

they can in turn trigger the operation of additional dislocation segments 

lying within less than a critical distance of their path. Assuming that 

*Special situations under which large amounts of slip can result 
from the multiplication of a s:i.ngle dislocation segment will be discussed 
later • 
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the length of the induced segment would be smaller than that of the initially 

operating segment a rough estimate can be made of this critical distance. 

4/ 2 Let the ·average dislocation density' P be 10 cm. Then the critical 

stress for the multiplication of a segment of averag~ length £( = P -1/2) 

1s given by 

~b 
£ 

where ~ is the shear modulus and b is the magnitude of the burgerts vec-

. tor of the dis location 

Taking ~ = 4.5 X 10
6 

g/mm
2 

b = 2.56 X 10-7 mm and 

£ = (104)-1/2 = 0.1 mm 

"Cri t turns out to be approximately 12g/mm
2 

t The critical distance 

h between two slip planes above which an' edge dis10catiori on one plane 

can pass over another identical edge dislocation on the second plane 

is approximately given bU 

h = 81T(l-v)-r 

where 

v = Poisson ratio,,:. and 

,. = Resolved shear stress 
.1 

Taking v ~ 0.34, the value' of h at"Crit . turns out to be approxi-

. mate1y 6 ml.crons. !twas experimentally observed that 6 microns was 

about the maximum distance measured between the operative slip planes in 

a pileup in the beginning stages of dislocation multiplicationo 

Although the cooperative multiplication of dislocations discussed 

above can account for the consistent presence, in the eary pileup~ of 
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,dislocations belonging to fairly separate glide planes the presence 

of many dislocations. on the same or riearlythe same glide plane as seen 

inFigs~ 5 and 6, for example, requires a mechanism which makes possible 

the repeated generattion of dislocation loops from a single segment. 

The fact that such dislocation pileups were seldom seen' in the interior 

grains suggests that the presence of a free surface might itself' enable 

a disloqation segment to undertake repeated slip. A possible mechanism 

is indicated in Fig. 26. When a mobile dislocation segment intersects 

a free surface its expansion should lead successively to the configurations 

shown'in the sequence (a) to (d). It can be, seen that no dipole is formed 

in this case and that the recreated source dislocation in Fig. 26(d) can' 

repeatedly follow an already cleared path." Unlike in the case' of Fig .. 23, 

a surface source is thus able to generate many dislocations once it starts 

,operating9 Such potential surface sources could either be dislocations 

already intersecting the surface or those double ended dislocations with 

one of their :t:ixed ends close to the surface so tlRt in the process of 

expansion they intersect the surface to provide a long mobile segment' and 

a relatively immobile short segment. The fact that the: many dislocations 

already intersecting the surface in specimens prepared by the second tech-

nique did not undergo such multiplication' should only be due to their 
I 

being heavily jogged as a result of the high temperature anneal. Most 

of the pileups that are observed at the surface should thus ,have resulted 

from rnultiptication of the comparatively less jogged double ended dis-

locations lying in regions close to the surface. The three dimensional 

configuration of the piled up disloca tionssuggested f1'omrepeated p6iish-

ing and etching experiments and schematically represented in Fig. 22 is 
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,consistent with the nultiplication mechanism depicted i~ Fig. 26. 

It should be emphasized that.'this enhanced slip activity at the 

surface is not direct~ related to a possible factor of two reduction 

in the theoretical stressrneeded to expand a single ended surface dis-

location beyond its critical radius for multiplicat ion. - The latter effect 

is only of secondary importance. A double ended dislocation segment 

twice as long as a surface intersecting orie might not, in general, start 

to multiply at the same stress at which the latter does. 

The fact that dislocation pileups like those on the surface grains 

were seldom observed in grains that were tqtally enclosed during deforma-

tion does not 'imply however that plastic deformation is not occurring 

- in the latter at all. Even in the absence of a free' surface situations 

can develop under which the cooperative glide mechaniSm. of even a jogged 

dislocation can result in fairly large amo,unts of localized slip. As 

already discussed earlier when the partially cleared-areas turn back on 

themselves as ,in Fig. 25(b) a dipole would generally be formed. However 

the cleared areas might occasionally reach the back side of the original 

starting point as iiL-Fig. 25( c) when the expansion of one portion of the 

original dislocation is somehow strongly hindered, as for example, by,a 

region of high dislocation density. Alternately a cleared area may turn 
J 

back on itself as, in Fig. 25(b) where a segment of the expanding loop 
. 

has been annihilated by recombination with a forest dislocation of anti-

parrallel burgers vector.23 In either case a slip band will he. ve been 

nucleated within the grain because the dislocation loop can then repeatedly 

follow an already cleared path. The activation of such an internal source 

in the early stages of deformation is probably indicated frouthe se-

.-
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quence of micrographs iIi Fig. 27. 'Figure' 27(a)rshows an isolated group 

of dislocations piled ,up at a twin 'boundary in a specimenl ,etched after " 

2 
a compressive stress of about 60g/mm. Fig~re 27 (b) shows a similar group 

of dislocations in the interior of the grain and appare~tlyalong' the same 

slip plane as those dislocations near the boundary in Fig. 27(a). There 

was no pronounced alignment of etch pits visible along the same slip plane 

trace in the region between these two groups. However" on removal of 

about 50 microns of material from the surface ,and reetching many more 

dislocations were revealed along this trace (Fig. 27( c»" A low magnifi

cation picture (Fig. 27(d) ) clearly showed that th~ two isolated groups 

of' dislocations in Figs. 27(a) and (b) were realiy part of the same slip 

band~ These observations can be best explained on the basis ttat the 

dislocation loops originally had the configuration schematically repre-

sented in Fig. 28. As material was progre ssi vely removed frcm the sur-

face mOl'e and more dislocat~on :16bps should have intersected the surface 

(as 8.'G points ,marked x in Fig. 28) causing an increase in the number, 

of etch pits observed. 

A yet another mechanism that can, produce a limited number of dis-

location loops fzom a jogged single dislocation segment is the unsym-

metrical operation of a soUrce as schematically indicated in Fig. 29. If: 

the expansion of the dislocation ABis hindered at only some portions of 

the loop then its continued expansion will lead initially to a configuration 

shown in Fig. 29(a). Such local hindering could result from unequal 

den sities of forest dislocations in the vicinity of the expanding loop. 

Continued, expanSion of the loop should result in a configuration 'as in 

(b) where an ,additional loop (2) is created which can follows an already 
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cleared path. This J.oop will hcwever get stuck behind the first one at 

the locally hard region near A. Figure (c) shows a later stage in the 

expansion process where a third dislocation loop' is beginning to be 

formed and also the second loop is begiIliling to turn back onJ .. tselfat 

C.Figure:(d) ,shows,a" still later stage where.the third loop is more 

fully formed. The operation of the source will eventually cease when 

the back stress due to the piled up dislocations near A reduces the stresS 

at the source to a value below the critical multiplication stress. 

The infrequent occurence of such examples as in Fig. 28 as well a.s 

the general inability to directly observe dislocation pileups in the in-· 

terior grains imply, however, that the special situations discussed are 

either less frequent or less effective than the surface modified me chan-

. ism in nucleating a slip source or that these situations are more often 

met near the surface than in the interior of the grain. Another rea-

son for the general absence of any sort of piled-up dislocation arrange

ments in the inside grains cou~d be that, using the present experi-. 

mental methods, their dislocation configuration could be observed only 

in the stress::'r:'elaxed condition. The present experimental results have 

definitely indicated that dislocations undergo appreciable reverse motion 

on rem:::>val of the applied stress. Usually the ability to detect pile

ups on the surface even in the stress relexed condition is mostly due to 

Lomer-Cottrell locks (formed through traces of secondary slip) prevent

ing the complete relaxation of the piled up disiocations. As may be 

seen from inspecting a Thompson tetrahedron Lomer -Cottrell locks can 

form over an' '. appreciable length only when the interacting dislocations 

are in nearly edge orientations. When both the interacting burgers 
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vectors are paralleL:tO the surface, as they frequently happened in the 

'present experiments, almost all dislocations that intersected the sur-

face and that can potentially form Lomer Cottrell lockS would have 

developed an orientat.ion close to edge as may be seen from Fig. 22. 

Under these conditions the nearly parallel interacting dislocations 

can form long and stable Lomer-Cottrell locks. In a complete~ en-

closed grain dislocation loops on intersecting planes can meet only· over 

very short lengths and the resulting Lomer -Cottrell dislocations may 

be. too weak to prevent the running back of piled up dislocations into 

their sources on stress relaxation. 

It should b.e mentioned that whenever a slip source ia nucleated 

by the cooperative mechanism each successive trip of the dislocation 

loop should generally be on a glide layer displaced above or below that·of 

.the imniediately preceeding·passage.· In· the ,case of edge dis-'" , {' .. 

locations, they should form a short dislocation wall rather than a planar 

pileup. The apparently planar nature of the pilups that are obserVed 

at the surface might .indicate that the few jogs remaning on the scurce 

segment after its first circuit (see Fig. 26) are able to glide off to 

the surface very early during its subsequent expansion thereby confining 

the slip activity to almost a single glide plane. 

It is probable that a group of primary dislocations represents a 
. 

sufficient stress concentration so that multiplication of dislocations 

of the other two co-planar burgers vectors might alway,s be ass?ciated 

wi th its. motion. The two different kinds 'of pits seen in the pileups 

A and B of Fig. 30(a) might indicate dislocations of different burgers 

. vectors generated by sucha process. Fig. 30(a) shows a grain etched in 

. ~ 
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the stre~s-relaxed copdition after a compressive stress of 50g/mm2. 

Dark and light pits can be seen in pileup A .and pits of two different 

sizes are evident in pileup B. These differences in the natUre of the 

pits were apparently not due to differences in the sign of the dislocati~ns 

because they were frond to move in the' same reverse direction ie away 

from the grain boundaries, when the specimen was subsequently compressed 

in a direction at right angles to the original direction and reetched. 

The double etched grain is shown in Fig. 30(b). The second compression, 

should have reversed the direction of the shear stress as schematically 

indicated in Fig. 31. 

G. Multiple Slip and Dislocation Interactions 

In spite of the relatively low stresses and large grain sizes em

ployed in the present experiments slip was seldom confined to Cl'lly one· 

system. ' Large amounts of secondary slip on planes other than the primary 

plane, whenever present, could be detected by secondary pileups at the 

grain boundaries or, other internal barriers. Typical exa~ples of pileups 

•. formed under! suchJJlillt)..ple slip conditions can 'be seen in many previous 

Figs. such as 8b,13 and 18. The presence of small traces of secondary 

slip can, however, be only indirectly detected from the appearance of 

primary dislocation pileups' in regions away from the ~ain boundaries. 

Fig. 32 ~hows a typical example of such an internal pileup at B in a 

specimen etched u~der·a stress of approximately 40g/mm2 • The barriers 

responsible for the forms. tion of such pileups are most likely to be 

Lomer-Cottrell dislocation locks formed by the interaction of a primary 

. and a secondary dislocation for the follbwing reasons. The type of barrier 

had to be one that existed along a line rather than at a point because these 
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pileups could be dete~ted at the same place even after removal of more 

than 200 microns of material from the surface. Also it is inconceivable 

for any point type obstacle (including forest intersection) to be able 

to support the magnified stress due to a pile-up of about .10-20 dislocations • 

Furthermore in the usual modes of testing crystals such as tension, com-

pression or bending the system most highly stressed next to the primary 

system is alwaEW the" conjugate system and these two systems are the ones 

that can react" to form Lomer-Cottrell dislocations. 

" In the 'case of internal dislocation pileups such as at.B in Fig. 32 

there is always the question whether the secondary dislocation respon-

sible for the formation of the barrier was a stationary segment of the ori-

ginal network on one tha thad been moving. However the re were many evi-

dences to indicate that such interactions predominantly occur amongmov-

ing dislocations. The fact that disloca~ions in the pile~p A and B of 

Fig. 32 apparently lie along the same glide "plane and are held up while 

moving in the same direction ~mplies that the basic mechanism leading to 

the fornation of these pileups is that indicated in Fig. 33. AdislocatiQ-n 

source 8
1 

starts to send out dislocation loops as in (a) at some stress 

level during the application of the Ipad. The first few loops travel 

the entire cvoas section. of the gra:in without encountering any barriers. 

However, one of the subsequent dislocations might form a sessile lock 
, 

by interacting with a~other dislocation moving on an intersecting slip 

plane due to unavoidable traces of secondary slip activity. This would 

lead to the formation of a" grain boundary pileup A and an internal pileup 

B as shown in (b)*. Progressive fornation of many such internal pileups 

* Figures 33( c) and Cd) represent possible mechanism :for' the' ~ 
formation of dislocation pileups like A in Fig. 9. 
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provides a natural explanation for the frequently observed alignment of 

dislocations over long distances along a few slip plane traces in the 

early deformation stages •. 

The fact that dis location interactions as exemplified in Fig. 13 are .. 

predominantly observed only after stress relaxation also indicates that 

during the application of the load different sources should have operated 

at different t:imes. Only during stress relaxation will there be a simul-

taneous movement of dislocations on all slip planes and hence the opport-. 
'I i! -

unity for them to ~eet and interact~ Such interactions provide a natural 

expalnation for the ability to detect pileups like in Figs. 14(a) (stress 

reversal experiments) and 21 even in the stress relaxed eondition. In 

particular the source dislocation S itsel·;f may be' immobilized at the 

position shown in Eig. 22 by interaction with a moving secondary dis

location. The pileups A and B cannot relax completely because of the 

presence of the immobilized source segment S. Even when the direction of 

the applied stress is reversed the source cannot operate in the revers.e 

direction. Under the situation depicted in Fig. 22, however, dislocations 

in the pileup A have some room to undertake some motion as the d:i.r ection 

of the stress is changed. The experimentally observed behavior of dis

location pileups upon stres's reversal (as explained in Section E of Results) 

fits into, such a picture. Furthermore, the reduction in the number of 

dislocations in the pileup A in Fig. 14(:£'); from that in Fig. 14(a) is 

a direct consequence of the::loss of some semicircular loops that should 

have occurred during the necessary removal of about 100 microns of 

material between the two stages. 
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The frequent observation of dislocation pileups in the present 

experiments is "contrary to the general idea that pileups occur only very 

'rarely in pure face centered cubic metals. It appears that in most of 

the previous experiments using single crystals where the observati~ns 

were usually made in the stress relaxed condition dislocation pileups 

would have been hard to detect in the early defornation stages because 

many dislocations could have either completely escaped through the sur-

, face or undergone apprecialbe stress relaxation. The fact that isolated 

dislocation pileups at the grain boundaries were frequently the very 

first indications of the occurence of plastic deformation in polycrystals 

imply that the dislocation loops emanating from the first few sources 
, 

to become active are indeed able to glide over substantiaJ.,lylong dis-

tances. A s'imilar conclusion was also reached by Tinder and Wa.shburn1 

fran their high sensitivity strain measurements on tubular polycyrstalline 

OFHC copper specimens" 

The present e:lCperiments also shoWed, contra:t'y to usual reports, that 

dislocations of even secondary systems can sometimes travel very long 

distances in the early stages of plastic deformation. Fig. 34 shows 

2' 
a grain etched after application ofa compressive stress of about 60g/mm. • 

The primary and secondary slip directions are indicated by the letters tp' 
, J, ' 

and's' respectively" The group of dislocations marked x represent the 

first few dislocations sent out by a secondary source. These dislocations 

were able to travel all the way to the grain boundaries for the same 

reason as for the first few primary disloca tbns viz that they did not 

encounter and interact with any other (primary) dislocation. However, 

the generally higher dislocation activity on a ve,rylarge number of 
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. . 

priniary planes might provide enough primary dislocations to interact 

with most of the subsequent secondary dislocations. This results in the 

formation of a large number of dislocation locks along the trace of the 

original secondary slip plane. Subsequent blockage of primary dislocations 

at this extended array of dislocation locks leads to the "decoration" of 

these secondary slip plane traces as seen at a few places in Fig. 34. As 

the total ~train'on the primary system increases more and more dislocations 
, , . 

get calJ.ght along these traces leading to the ,development of heavy disloca-

tion tangles. Figure 35 shows a particularly good example of such dense 

bands of dislocations along a few secondary slip plane traces in a 

2 
specimen etched after a compressive stress of about 200g/mm. The impli-

cation of the above discussed mechanism is that the reportedly low dis-

,.tances of motion of secondary dislocations in the early deformation 

stages is only due to their immobilization by interaction with a steady 

stream of primary dislocations on a vast number of primary planes. 

The reason for the operation of secondary sources even in the pre-

.1 

yield region is not quite clear. The necessary scatter in the network size' 

'might provide a few long enough secondary dislocation segments particularly 

because the symmetry of the f.c.c~ structure provides a large resolved 

shear stress on many of the secondary systems also. The stress field due 

to a group of primary dislocations can somethimes aid the applied stress 

24 
in operating nearby sources on a secondary slip plane. The glide of 

some connecting forest dislocation segments caused by the bowing of a 

highly mobile segment on the primary glide system as discussed in connection 

with the cooperative glide mechanism may be yet another way of inducing 

secondary slip. In any case the incidence of such slip ~activity should 
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.depend on the resolved shear stress acting on the secondary planes and 

hence on: the orientation of the applied stress. 

H~ Macroscopic Yielding 

It is interesting to consider what information, if any, the present 

experimental results provide regarding the general concept of macroscopic 

yield strese. As already mentioned in the introduction and indicated 

from the present results sUbstantial dislocation motion and multiplication 

do take place at stresses cOQsiderably below the yield stress. Macro

scopic yielding characterized by the appearance of slip markings at the 

surface and by a sharp change in the slope of the load-elongation curve 

(in single crystal:) thus takes place only after pre-yield plastic strain 

has produced a population of dislocations that is very different fran the 

network that existed after recrystallization or after growth from the 

melt. One of themostcharacterisitc observations in the present experi-

ments was the consistent occurence of traces of secondary slip which caused 

the primary dislocati::ms frJm a. source to pileup into discrete groups 

,at v:ariruspofnts along their glide plane conceivably through the forma-

tion of LOmer Cottrell locka. Similar dislocation arrangements should 

also occur in single crystals in the pre-yield region. It is proposed 

that macroscopic. yield:ing takes place when the magnified stress due to 

the disloc'ations at such internal pileups becomes large enough to break 

down the Lomer Cottrell barriers" thereby permitting a very large number 

of dislocations to glide long distances and eventually escape through 

the surfac es. TJ::lis v.o ul-d explain the sudden appearance of prominent 

slip markings on the surfaces'at yielding as well as the usual absence 

I 

I 
1 
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of any appre~iableresidua.l dislocat ion damage in the slipped regions 

of metal crystals, !f a definite critical stress is needed to break 

down the barriers ,then the experimentally observed increase in, the yield 

stress of copper single crystals for orientations favoring multiple slip 

(8. Kitajima, private communication) can be qualitatively explained as 

folloWS. The incidence of secondary slip and hence the number of LomeI' 

'Cottrell locks formed within a certain length of an active primary slip 

plane would, in' general, be greater in the case of thoae orientat'ions 

that result in a higher ,resolved shear stress on the secondary systems. 

Figure 36 shcw s the very large number of such lock13 formed in a grain wi th ' 

an almost duplex slip orientation in a specimen etched under a stress of 
, 2* ," 

approximately 55g/mm. The increase In the number of, such locks, hcwever 

results in a decrease in the rru.mber of dislocations piled up at each of . 

these locks ~ The applied stress has consequently to be increased before 

the piled up dislocations can raise the local stress to the cr,itical amount 

necessary to break the barriers and cause yielding. Even though the above 

mechanism can explain the yielding of individUal grains the mechanism for 

"a cooperative yielding of many grains necessary for any appreciable over-

all plastic flow in a polycrystal is not clear from the present results • 

* The arrow-headed appearance of dislocation groups as at A in Fig. 
'36with the disloca.tion pileups almost always pointing in the same direction 
is a necessary consequence of the mechanism of forma't;ion of such pileups 
discussed in connection with Figs. 32 and 33. 

.. 
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li .. The present results are consistent with previously reported re

sults regarding the··influence of the d~gree of jogging of dislocation seg-

ments on their mobility. Heavily jogged dislocation segments do not 

seem to take part in the early multiplication process. 

2. A clean surface by itself is not a source of dislocations in 

the early deformation stages of copper. Most of the pI' eviously reported 

. surface sources in copper ,appear to be only accidentally introduceddis ... · 

locations resulting from surface contact. 

3. Grain boundaries also db not act as sources of dislocations in 

the pre-yield region of copper. Their main role is to act as barriers 

to moving dislocations. 

4. In a well annealed crystal dislocation segments that.can potenti-

ally act as Frank Read sources will always be jogged. The generation . 

of many dislocat ions from such a segment is only possible when the source 

can operate in an unsymmetric way. Frequently such multiplication is 
accompanied by the cooperative motion ofdislocatibn segments lying on 

nearby parallel glide planes. 

5. The presence of a free surface can cause an increase in the 

ex:tent of strain at the surface when a mobile dislocation segment inter-

sects the surface. This effect is basically due to a modification of 

the strain multiplication mechanism cuased by the surface but has nothing 

to do with a possible factor ·of two reduction in the theoretical stress 

needed to expand a single ended surface dialoc;ation o beyond its critical 

radius for multiplication. 

I 

, I 
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6. The first few dislocation loops generated,' by the early operating 

sources are able to travel the entire cross section of the grain until 

stopped by the boundaries. This result suggests that in single crystals 

some of the first sources to operate may not be detected at all by etch 

pit observations because the dislocations may have moved entirely out 

of the crystal. 

7. Traces of second~ry slip alwa~occur even in the pre-yield 

region and . are 'responsible for the development of internal barriers (preY' 

sumablyLomer Cott.rell locks), to the motion of primary dislocations. 

8. The phenomenon of macroscopic yielding in single crystals and 

. its variation with the orientation of the applied stress can be qualita- .. 

tively explained in terms of the collapse of internal Lomer Cottr'ell locks 

at a :c:dtical stress .. 

9. Grain boundary propagation of slip does not usually take place, 

in copper in the microstrain region except in some special cases such 

as twin l::oundaries where dislocations from one grain can actually pass 

through into the next grain. 

r ... 
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,FIGURE CAPl'IONS 

'i 

Schematic drawing of the microcompression device. 

Dimensions and orientation of specimens used in the bending 

experiments. 

MOdified polishing apparatus for removal of large amounts 

of material;,from the surface without mechanical damage • 

A double etched grain in a specimen subjected to a com-

2 
pressive stress of approximately 25 g/mm • ,No dislocation 

motion is evident. 

A double etched grain in a specimen subjected to a com

pressive stress of approximately 40 g/rrrrri.2 
•. The black 

ci~cles indicate some typical ~nstances of dislocation 

motion. 

Typical dislocation pileups in specimens prepared by the . 

first technique and subjected to a compressive' stress of 
, 2 ' 2 2 

approximately t (a) 40 g/mm , (b) 50 g/mm , (c) 50 g/mm , 

(d) 55 g/mm
2

• 

Double etched grain in a specimen subjected to a compressive 

stress of about 50 g/mm2. Note the ~sence of any large 

flat bottomed pits along the slip plane traces of pileups 

A and B. 

Examples showing the deviation of the dislocations in a 

pileup from a strictly linear array as seen by etching 

specimens under a stress of approximatelyr 

(b) 60 g/~rrr?, (c) 50 g/mm
2

, (d) 50 g/mm
2

• 

(c), and (d) are double etched. 

(a) 40 g/mm
2

, 

Examples (b), 

.. 



Fig. 9 

" Fig. 10 

Fig. 11 , 

Fig. 12 

Fig. 13, 

.. 

Fig. 14 

'. 
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Sequence 'showing stress relaxation of a pileup A in a 

specimen 'subjected to a compressive stress of approximately 
- 2 _ -

50 g/mm and etched in: (a) the stressed condition" 

(b) the stre ss-relaxed condition. 

Two separate grains in a specimen showing the configuration 

(A) formed from dislocation pileups on'close planes on 

stress relaxation. after a compressive stress of 55 g/mm2. 

Sequence showing the development of "glide polygonization" 

- near a grain boundary OIl. stress relaxation'r (a) specimen-

'. etched under a compressive stress of approximately 52 g/mm2, 

• (b) etched aft~r stress-:-relaxationand removal of about 10 

microns of material from the surface. 

Preferential Jlglide polygonization" at' a grain boundary 

nearly at right angles to the active slip plane trace in a 

specimen etched in the stress-relaxed condition after a 

2 compressive stress of about 55 g/mm. Note also the one to 

one correspondence of the pileups across the opposite 

boundaries. 

Interaction of relaxing dislocation loops after a compressive 

2 
stress of approximately 55 g/mm ., Note the dislocation 

7 
arrangement at A. 

A sequence showing the, behavior of disiocation pileups on 

stress reversal. (a) Etched in the stress relaxed condition 

after an applied stress of about 20 g/rrrm2 , (b) Double ,etched 

after application of a stress of 20 g/rrrm2 in the reverse 

d.irection, (c) Etched after removing 20 microns of material 



Fig. 15 

Fig. 16. 

Fig. 17 

Fig. 18 
" 

Fig. 19' 
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from the surface after stage (b), -(d) Etched after applying 

, / 2 ( ) a stress of 29 g mm in the same direction as in b , 

(e) Etched after applying a stress of 40 g/mm2 in the same 

direction as in (b), (f) Etched after applying a stress of 

40 g/rrrrl 'in the original direction as in (a). 

, ,Schematic illustration showing the relation between the 

surface of observation and the twin boundary. 

Schematic illustration of the change in the orientation of 

the etch pits' on a nearly (lll} surface of observation as 

a function of its pos! tion relative to a' (lll} coherent twin 

boundaryr l (a) above the twin boundary, (b) intersecting 

the twin boundary, (c) below the twin boundary. 

Relative orientations of the' {lll} planes in the two regions 

of a twinned crystal as viewed perpendicular to the twinning 

plane. 

Sequence showing twtn-boundary continuity of slip in a 

specimen etched (a) under a, stress of about 50 g/mm2, 

(b) after .stress relaxation and removal of about 50 microns.., 

of material from the surface, and (c) after removal of ~n 

additional 50 microns of material from the surface. See 
., J 

text for details • 

. !1atching silip bands across, a low' angle,boundary in a specimen 

:etched under. a'compressive' stres~.of" about',60:'g/mm:
g
." 

.. 



Fig. 20 

... 

". 

Fig. 21 

Fig •. 22 

Fig. 23 , 

Fig. 24. 

Fig. 25 . 

. Fig. 26 

Fig. 27 

• 
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Photomicrograph showing the surface of a. specimen subjected 

to a compressive stress of about 40 g/mm.
2 

while immersed 

in the electropolishing solution and etched (a) before 

drying, (b) after drying. No dislocation mUltiplication 

is evident in (b) as a result of the drying operation. 

(a) Dislocation pileups of ~pposite sign held up at oppo-

site boundaries in a specimen subjected toa compressive 

stress of ab~)Ut 50 g/mm2. (b) and (c) Same region as in 

Fig. 30(a) after successive removals of about 50 microns 

of material each time arid reetching. 

Schematic representation of dislocation loops generated by 

a sUrfacesource~ 

Successive stages in the operation of a Frank Read source 

wi th . its ends not lying in the same glide plane. 

. Increase in the distance between pinning points by gl:ld e 

of fb rest dislocations. 

Formation of a source by cooperative glide of forest 

dislocat~ona. 

Operation of a surface source by the cooperative glide 

mechanism. '. 

Sequence. showing the operat ion of an internal source in . 

a specimen subjected to a stress of approximat ely 60 g/mm'2 .• 

(a) and (b) Dislocat ion pileups at a twin boundary and 

at an internal barrier re~pectively and apparently lying 

along the same glide plane. (c) and (d) Sameal:'ea as in 

(a) at two different magnifications after removal of about 



Fig. 28 

Fig. 29 

Fig .. ,30 

Fig. 31 

Fig" 32 

Fig. 33 

. "'.-.. ,"'~ .... 

Fig. 34 

• 

50 microns of material, ' and ...:re-etching. Note the increase in 

the etch pit 'dens ity along the glide plane trace between the 

two original dislocation groups. 

" Schematic representation of dislocation loops generated by 

an inner source. 

Sequence showing the unsymmetric operation of a jogged double 

end~d source to create a limited number of dislocation loops. 

(a) Pileups' (A and B) containing more than one kind of 

disloca'i;ions ina specimen subjected to a,canpressive stress 
2 ' 

of approximately 50 g/mm and etched in the stress-relaxed 

condition. (b) Same region as in (a) after double etching 

• 2 under a stress of· 15 g/mm in a direction at right angles, 

to the original one. Note, the mot,ion of all the piled up 

dislocations in the direction,·· away from the boundary • 

Reversal of the direction of shear stress on changing the 

direction of compr.ession through 90 degrees. 

Piling up of dislocations against an internal barrier at 

B in a specimen etched under a stress of approximately 

40 g/mm
2

• 

(a) and (b)., Mechanism of formation of internal dislocation 

barriers along primary glide planes •. (c) and (d) indicate 

a possible mechanism for the formation of dislocation loops 

like A in F~~. 9., 

Decoration 91 secondary slip traces in a specimen etched 
. 2 

after a compressive stress of approximately 60 g/mm ~ 

.. 

.. 
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;Fig. '35", ' Dense di sloca.ti on bands along ,traces ofa secondarysl1p, 

. "":,systemin a specimen after a compressi vestress ,of ab-aut' 

" .... ',.' ", 2 
;',\/:::?~i:{;:::,/;_ . .:\~oog/mm, • : ... " 

" Fig. 36 , Dislocation pileups at internal barriers in a nearly duplex 

' .. :' . ,slip oriented grain u~der a stress of approximately 55 g/ma?-. 
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This report was prepared a~ an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor ~he Com
mISSIon, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




